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Student Course 
Evaluation Results

Course Number:
Field Choice Count

MATH-1301-001 24

Field Choice Count

Appl Math for Bus & Admin 24
Course Title:

Faculty Name:
Field Choice Count

Lucas Mol 24

Term:
Field Choice Count

U2020F 24

This course is required or elective:
21 Responses

Field Required Elective

Count 20 1

Percentage 95% 5%

Overall, apart from the course content, the quality of teaching provided by the above-named instructor was:
24 Responses

Field Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

Count 0 24

Percentage 0% 100%
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Student Comments:

very accommodating, answers questions in class very well, explains lessons clearly and the examples in class are
straightforward and easy to follow

Strengths: Explaining content to students Weakness: sometimes seems to lose his patience

Great instructor - very well done class

N/A

Great Prof! I had no issues with him. Taught well in a manner that was clear and easy to understand, and always
answered any questions we had.

Very good prof probably one of the best in the university all round amazing prof

good explanation provides proper notes

Strengths: was very understanding, clear, took time to answer questions, attempted to engage with the class,
provided notes for viewing after class Weaknesses: the class was short but not his fault and a lot of class time spent
on answering questions instead of covering material but also not his fault. overall very good teacher, no complaints.

Teaches notes along with class, open to answering any questions you may have and thoroughly explains each
chapter.

Where do I start. The the most organized prof ive ever had, one of the most helpful profs ive encountered and one
of the most personable profs ive been around. I have never really been stellar In math, and was concerned for my
ability to learn math online. From day 1 Lucas guided his students to be as successful as possible. His printed notes
help tremendously, and are very easy to follow. He is the most flexible on office hours, offering them throughout the
week and open to meet if the designated times do not work. Although the math homework after EVERY class is
alot, its helpful and in the end improves your grade by ensuring you know the material. My only complaint for the
class is that it ran to the very end or a few minutes over, but its not really a complaint more just me selfishly wanting
to get class done earlier haha. Seriously Lucas, keep doing what youre doing because from a students perspective
you are one of the most helpful, caring, understanding profs out there. I cannot emphasize enough how spoiled we
were to hit an "ask my teacher" button and have you reply within a 10 minute timeframe (or at least thats what
happened whenever I pressed it). Id love to take another class with Lucas. 11/10 prof

Dr Mol's teaching is satisfactory. However, there is a large jump in difficulty between examples in class and the
homework, and another jump between the questions we're tested on. While I understand the basic concepts he
teaches, I do not feel prepared to do them at the difficulty of our tests, or even the homework assignments. This is
incredibly frustrating. That jump needs to be addressed in order for students to be more successful in his class,
either by a middle ground of practice problems, or going over a few more difficult examples in classes together.
Again, he is a good teacher, but that jump makes it difficult to enjoy or feel successful in his class endeavours.

Excellent instructor. He is always checking out whether the students are following the lessons. He also explains the
subjects in a manner that we can easily learn. A math course without the math fear.

Strengths: detailed explanations, enough practice material Weakness: could not get recorded videos for his subject.

N/A

The instructor is organized and provides a clear explanation of the concepts. The instructor takes time in making
sure the students understand them and goes about them carefully.

goes over explanation slowly and will answer anybody’s question right away

N/A

N/A

Strengths: easy to ask questions Weaknesses:
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One of the biggest strengths that he has always takes his time explaining topics when students ask a question. He
makes sure that we know whats happening before he proceeds with the class which helps a lot.


